Materials CHAT 043 – Evening in the Park
Please note that this is a approximate list only – the amounts might vary due to the used special
stitches and personal stitching habits…substitutes in DMC solid cotton can not at all produce a result
Thread
Needlepoint Inc. Silk

Caron Collections Waterlilies

The Thread Gatherer Silk ‘n Colors

Gloriana Silks Stranded
Gloriana Princess Perle Petite
Rainbow Gallery Petite Treasure Braid ( subst. given
in Kreinik Braid # 4 )
Delica Beads
(Subst. given in MillHill beads )

Swarovski Bicones 4 mm
Swarovski Crystal Cubes 4mm
Zweigart Belfast 3609 / 781

Color
❏ 991bb 2x
❏ 993 2x
❏ 154
❏ 155 a
❏ 156
❏ 327
❏ 672
❏ 341
❏ 029 Seafoam
❏ 044 Ice
❏ 182 Graphite 2x
❏ 196 Sable
❏ 033 Silver Queen
❏ 091 Medieval Mulberry
❏ 106 Lavender Haze
❏ 149 Cherub Cheeks
❏ 152 Blue Cotton Frocks 2x
❏ 160 Aged Antiquity
❏ 174 Chestnut
❏ 175 Straw into Gold
❏ 210 Elephant & Castle
❏ 124 Slate Blue 2x
❏ 126 Cobblestone
❏ 132 Lavender Ice
❏ 144 Wood Pond Frost
❏ PB 02
❏ PB 10 2x
❏ PB 27
❏ PB 32 2x
❏ 080
❏ 084
❏ 114
❏ 335
❏ 459
❏ 512
❏ 624
❏ 670
❏ White Opal AB ( a) 16 x
❏ black Diamond AB (b) 20 x
❏ Indicolite AB ( e ) 16 x
❏ Crystal AB ( c) 4 x

Substitute DMC
❏ B5200
❏ 310
❏ 503
❏ 502
❏ 500
❏ 930
❏ 762
❏ 372
❏ 598
❏ 3753
❏ 3799
❏ 3371
❏ 415
❏ 3740
❏no match3042
❏ 818
❏ 3752
❏ 3782
❏ 3781
❏ 3852
❏no match3750
❏ 931
❏no match,318
❏ no match
❏ 928
❏ 017 HL
❏ 032
❏ no match
❏ 101
❏ 03047
❏ 00146
❏ 02017
❏ -❏ 02021
❏ -❏ 00151
❏ 03041
-----

Design (!!) size without free edges
279 x 279 stitches
44,3 x 44,3 cm on 16 ct
17,4 x 17,4 inches on 16 ct
please add free linen on all sides yourself to
your requirements !

Disclaimer : I make the conversions from the originally used and chosen materials into DMC, Mill Hill and Kreinik products with
help of original brand thread cards and samples of the beads and braids but following my own taste of color and the feeling of
what will go with that particular design rather then using so-called “official” conversion charts, but please regard that the piece
is designed for the use of the “original” materials ( variegated silks etc) and the effect and overall look can be quite different if
you use other materials.
As well the size of the Mill Hill Beads is different to the Delica beads.
I do not endorse any of the nowadays offered “conversion packs” by some thread manufacturers as they rarely are made by
comparison to the original materials I chose.
If you wish to use different materials feel free to do so , but please follow your own feelings, eyes and taste of color rather then
buying “bulk” conversions !!
I am not responsible if you do not like the look of the conversion materials.
If you want the piece to look the same, use the same :)
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